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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
What is a cynic? A man who knows the price of everything and the value of nothing.
Oscar Wilde (1854 ‐ 1900), Lady Windermere's Fan, 1892, Act III

Introduction and Background
Transportation plays a key role in economic development even in advanced economies.
The progression of economies from agrarian to industrial – to use a simplified example –
requires that each nation specializes in the goods and services that it can produce most
efficiently. As a nation’s economy moves away from a focus on agriculture it does not stop
using agricultural products. Instead, it needs to be able to trade the industrial goods it
produces for the other products it needs. International trade makes this possible. And
transportation infrastructure makes international trade possible. When production is done
by the nation with a labor force that excels in the skill set best suited to that product,
specialization of labor occurs.
What worked to move economies from agrarian to industrial applies to the more
complicated choices and location decisions that businesses and nations make in today’s
increasingly globalized marketplace. This economic study differs from existing research on
the topic of infrastructure and the economy because it examines the overall contribution
from well‐performing infrastructure rather than the impact on growth that results from
spending (and the creation of jobs during construction) due to the initial investment. The
problem of causation – does investment in infrastructure cause the growth or does growth
cause the investment in infrastructure – is well identified in the literature on this topic.
When attempting to analyze the role of infrastructure in the economy, prior research
identified the additional problem of matching units of measure (MSA versus state versus
country, etc.) for both infrastructure and economic activity. Study after study points to the
need for a tool for measuring the importance of infrastructure to a national economy.
Drawing on this rich body of work, our analysis provides a straightforward time‐series
model following estimation methods that have been widely tested in the economic growth
literature.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s Transportation Infrastructure Index (“the Index”)
provides direct evidence, not just a survey of opinions, about the faltering state of
transportation infrastructure in the United States. No other index or study matches it for
scale and scope. The Index includes 21 measures of performance, over 10,000 statistics, on
all modes (rail, road, transit, air, and water) of the vital systems that bring labor and
materials to the places where American businesses create goods and services. That system
is also used to deliver goods and services to customers and users throughout the U.S. and
around the world. About 140 transportation experts, users and transportation service
providers – from industry, government, business, and academia ‐‐ engaged in discussions
and provided valuable input for the study. In the end, though, the analysis team relied on
the cold, hard facts – measurements of the performance of transportation infrastructure –
to create the Index. We view using the Transportation Infrastructure Index as a unique
opportunity to measure the economic importance of the performance of transportation
infrastructure.

The economy runs on infrastructure. Transportation infrastructure performance in the
United States is declining – and declining at an increasing rate – resulting in a drag on the
economy. The econometric results using the Index demonstrate that as the performance of
transportation infrastructure falls, so does the economy.
Firms choose to locate where infrastructure is better. They leave areas where
infrastructure is missing or deteriorated. U.S. firms look for good infrastructure when they
consider placing offices overseas – foreign firms do the same when they consider locating
here (Mataloni, 2008). Transportation maintains the productivity benefits of specialization
(Taylor, 2007). Producers must be able to bring inputs from strategic partners in their own
low cost locations and to send goods/services to distant customers to have the full
economic advantage of trade. Good transportation infrastructure can enable the economic
specialization that leads to lower costs – making U.S. businesses more efficient, making the
U.S. a desirable location for foreign businesses, and making U.S. produced goods and
services more competitive in the global economy.
If a highway can give one U.S. county a competitive advantage over another (Chandra and
Thompson, 2000), why couldn’t high‐performing transportation infrastructure give the
United States a competitive advantage over another country? Some studies of the
economic impact of a highway in one county (of a state versus nearby counties) find that
the effect of a new highway is in the spatial re‐distribution of economic activity and not in
the overall contribution to the size of the state economy. Here, we are studying the
transportation infrastructure of the entire nation. The methodology for generating the
Index values (described elsewhere) relies on sampling geographic areas which make
performance data available, then expanding the results in such a way (based on geography,
population, and contribution to national economy) so that they are representative of the
total United States. We seek to explore the idea that the U.S. is one option competing with
about 200 other countries for the location of businesses – including American businesses.1
The primary purpose of our economic analysis is to demonstrate the usefulness of the
Index for exploring the contribution of infrastructure to keeping American businesses
competitive in an increasingly global economy. Other countries are constantly competing
with us, constantly building and rebuilding their infrastructure, constantly developing their
economies. While the United States has maintained its position at the top of the overall
World Competitiveness Yearbook ranking, the sub‐ranking for Basic Infrastructure has not
(Table 1). While the ranking varies considerably with a poor ranking of 15 in 2000 and the
top ranking for several years, the rank has degraded since 2005.
The World Economic Forum also performs an annual infrastructure ranking in the Global
Competitiveness Report. In their Executive Opinion Survey, when asked the question, “How
would you assess general infrastructure in your country?” the U.S. scored 5.9 out of 7,
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Location decisions made by households and businesses – which contribute to regional economic growth – are too
complex to model in our context. For a review of the literature and a model demonstrating these issues, see Wu and
Gopinath (2008). They conclude that transportation infrastructure contributes to economic development in remote
areas after controlling for natural amenities. They also report spatial variations in income, employment and housing
prices in this context.

above the median score of 4.1, but ranking only 14th in 2009(see Appendix F).2 Details on
the 2009 scores for the quality of Roads, Railroads, Ports and Air Transport are available in
the Appendix for the U.S. and the Top 20 ranked countries, along with global rankings for
GDP and GDP per capita.
Table 1 World Competitiveness Annual Ranking for U.S. Basic Infrastructure

Year
U.S. Basic Infrastructure Rank
1997
1
1998
1
1999
2
2000
15
2001
1
2002
2
2003
2
2004
1
2005
1
2006
2
2007
2
2008
2
2009
4
2010
11
Source: IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook 1995‐2010

Deteriorating infrastructure in the United States may actually be contributing to increased
costs and decreased efficiency for U.S. businesses (Cambridge Systematics, 2008). Many of
our “less‐developed” and “emerging market” competitors are already preparing their
infrastructure now to move away from producing low‐wage goods to producing the types
of products that require the specialization of labor that transportation infrastructure
makes possible (Praxis Strategy Group and Kotkin, 2010).

2

Unlike the Index, the Global Competitiveness Report includes some survey data in addition to several actual
measures of infrastructure. The responses, which form the basis of the report, are from in-country users of
transportation infrastructure.

Table 2 Economic Importance of Transportation Infrastructure

MODE
Transit
Highways
Airports
Railways
Waterways
(Ports)
Intermodal

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE
Bringing labor to the place of production.
Moving inputs to production and outputs to customers. Also used to transport
labor to the place of production.
Moving high tech (low weight/high value) inputs, outputs and products.
Enabling the service sector.
Moving commodities from point of production to end‐users.
Connecting producers to global consumers of goods and commodities;
bringing valuable inputs to producers.
Providing local producers with access to global consumers by moving
products.

A litany of the problems created for the U.S. economy by our transportation infrastructure
has been produced by a wide range of sources ‐‐ from city mayors to international research
institutions.
Highways:
• Taylor (2007): The Texas Transportation Institute estimates that [road] congestion
is costing drivers $2 billion a year in lost productivity, or $955 per driver (the lack of
sufficient infrastructure).
• Colorado Legislative Council (2008): Eighty‐three percent of all Colorado
commodities are transported by truck.
Ports:
• Blonigen and Wilson (2008): U.S. ports became less efficient – as reflected in a 4%
increase in costs – between 1993 and 2003. In the meantime, foreign ports (that
ship to the U.S.) became more efficient – gaining 5% in the same period. This gap is
significant.
Multi‐modal:
• Richardson (2009): “Today for us [in South Dakota] to get to the Pacific Northwest
with corn, the typical path takes that corn first east [by truck] and then up north [by
rail] and finally west again [by ship].”
This is just a sampling of the problems – obvious even to the casual observer – with U.S.
transportation infrastructure. Rail – moving commodities to production centers and goods
to the ports – is the least studied for its economic impact in the last 20 years. This is
probably due to two factors. First, most railroads were built by 1880 so that more recent
studies would not have interesting changes in the supply. Perhaps just as significant is the
regulation and deregulation of the industry. What economic research has been done on

railroads has focused more on efficient pricing and the impact of ownership structures
than on the specific impact of railroads on the economy.
The benefits of well‐performing infrastructure have also been enumerated:
Highways:
• Taylor (2007): the investment in Michigan’s interstate system [highways] is
estimated to have saved every Michigander $2,728 per year in safety, time, fuel, and
lower finished goods costs, or about $27.6 billion per year.
• Cervero (2006): According to the Federal Highway Administration, in the
manufacturing and services sectors the investment in roads helps lower
transportation costs/mile. The impact in manufacturing may be obvious – traffic
congestion poses a threat to Just In Time production and delivery systems that rely
on quick and predictable infrastructure. In the service industry, where face‐to‐face
meetings are still preferred to online meetings (Harvard Business Review 2009), a
travel delay can mean a missed opportunity.
Airports:
• Cervero (2006): High‐tech professionals travel by air at least 60 percent more
frequently than other professionals.
• Green (2007): After the Cincinnati airport expanded to accommodate daily non‐stop
service to five European cities, “the number of high‐technology jobs in the Cincinnati
region had jumped from about 65,000 in 1989 to almost 80,000 in 1996.”
• (Green 2007): “The number of foreign‐owned companies in the [Cincinnati] region
more than tripled since 1987—from 70 to about 250” in 2007.
Transit:
• Taylor (2007): Firms increasingly consider “reasonable commute times – a common
quality of life issue – in order to attract and retain high quality employees.”

Literature
In this section, we focus on studies specific to transportation infrastructure. The reader is
referred to the Initiation Stage Report (U.S. Chamber, 2010) for more detailed review of
prior research on infrastructure and growth. There are at least four areas of literature
covering issues relevant to infrastructure and economic development: public finance,
economic development, urban studies (“on the impact of transportation on agglomeration
economies”), and mode‐specific literature (see Green 2007, in the context of airports).
Most of the studies are centered on only one or two parts of the system, like commute
times and highways or rail versus highway freight movements. The primary finding on
road infrastructure and the economy is that the effect is to re‐distribute economic
production and not to increase it (Cervero, 2006). Even if this is true, we are concerned
that the U.S. will be chosen less often as a location for business and industry without a
robust transportation infrastructure. In other words, fewer foreign firms will locate here
and more U.S. firms may look elsewhere. Companies can be lured to other locations by

newer infrastructure or proximity to airports just as easily as they can be lured with tax
incentives, lower property prices, etc. Focusing only on the cost of building and using
transportation infrastructure reflects an inward, myopic vision that ignores the important
question of performance.
Studies of the economic impact of airports tend to focus on jobs created at the airport, or
the price of plane tickets purchased by outbound passengers (Green 2007). While this is
sufficient for a cost/benefit analysis to support requests for financing (ICAO 2006), it does
not provide a good indication of the overall impact of having well‐performing
transportation in an economy.
Measuring infrastructure in terms of spending has resulted in “bi‐directional results,”
where infrastructure affects growth and growth affects infrastructure. In other words, that
a growing economy can afford more infrastructure could just as likely be a cause of positive
statistical results as the possibility that more infrastructure helps the economy grow.
Calderón and Servén (2008a) report that less than half of the empirical studies using
expenditure‐based infrastructure measures find that infrastructure has significant positive
effects on the economy. In contrast, over threefourths of the studies using physical
indicators find a significant positive contribution from infrastructure to the economy.

Our Approach
The difficulty in the economic analysis was separating the impact of the performance of one
sector of infrastructure – transportation – from all the other influences on the whole
economy. We narrowed our focus by examining two specific ideas:
1. U.S. business efficiency a) improves the domestic standard of living and b) makes U.S.
produced products and services globally competitive.
2. Foreign direct investment – especially the inflows that result in new establishments
and create jobs – is dependent on transportation infrastructure.
In this section we focus on the specification of the model used for this report. The reader is
referred to the Initiation Stage Report (U.S. Chamber 2010) for a more detailed review of
the literature background on the methodology used for modeling the impact of
infrastructure on the economy. Prior statistical studies have sought to measure the impact
of the development of infrastructure (Ayogu, 2007), but ignore the question of whether or
not better performing infrastructure aids the economy. Those studies were focused on
developing infrastructure as a way out of poverty. Instead, we assume the existence of
basic infrastructure and go on to measure whether its performance serves the needs of the
business community.
We rely on Sala‐i‐Martin (1996, 1997a, 1997b, 2002) for the specification of a pure time‐
series model to estimate a long‐run relation between infrastructure and the economy. The
key determinants of economic growth, based on nearly twenty years of empirical analysis
(Sala‐i‐Martin 2002), are 1) the initial level of the economy; 2) the “quality of government;”
3) health (but not “human capital”); 4) free market institutions; and 5) open economies. In
our case, we are concerned with only the first three. Free market institutions are widely
available in the U.S. In addition to being a globally open economy, advances like the

Uniform Commercial Code have made U.S. markets open across state borders for decades.
The other factors need to be accounted for since they may change across time in our study.
Policy variables, in particular, are consistently found to matter in economic growth studies:
“a government in disarray affects the nation’s growth performance adversely” (Sala‐i‐
Martin 1994).
Therefore, our model takes the general form:
GDP per capita = f (Index, GDP (level), Government policy, Population health)
Key statistical problems encountered in similar economic studies of growth include
heterogeneity, identification, and measurement. Since we have only one unit under study
(the United States), we are less concerned with heterogeneity. “Omitted variable”
problems are avoided by using the new Transportation Index which includes multi‐
dimensional indicators for multi‐component infrastructure. Identification (or two‐way
causality) has been an issue in earlier studies that relied on measuring infrastructure based
on spending – spending that is usually included in measures of the economy. Here, we will
measure infrastructure performance independent of the public or private investment
dollars. The Index already accounts for population in the sample selection. (Population is a
common instrumental variable used to address the issue of identification. See Calderón
and Servén (2008a)). The Index is determined independent of the economic analysis.

Data: descriptive statistics
The Index is very comprehensive (as shown in Table 3). Our ground rules required that the
data 1) should reflect performance (and not cost), 2) should be publically available, and 3)
be available from 1990 forward. To meet these requirements, we did not fill in missing
items with survey data (a method used, e.g., for the World Competitiveness Yearbook).

Table 3 What is Measured in the Index

Airport
Highway
Intermodal
Rail
Transit
Waterway

Freight
X
X
X
X

Passenger
X
X

X
X

Supply
X
X
X
X
X
X

DATA ACRONYMS, DEFINITIONS AND SOURCES

Quality
X
X

Utilization
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

GDPpc: Log GDP per Capita (in 2000 dollars). Bureau of Economic Analysis, United States
Department of Commerce.
Index: Transportation Index (lagged 3 years).
GDP: Real GDP (level, 2000 dollars). Bureau of Economic Analysis, United States
Department of Commerce.
Debt: Federal debt as a percent of GDP. Bureau of Economic Analysis, United States
Department of Commerce.
LifeE: Life Expectancy (at birth). Centers for Disease Control.
Spend: Log Federal Outlays on Transportation (lagged 3 years, in 2000 dollars). Spending
from White House Budget Report, Table 3, Outlays (historical). Construction Cost
Index from Federal Highway Administration.
In focus group workshops with local Chamber of Commerce members and other businesses
in San Jose, Chicago, Atlanta, and Houston, we repeatedly heard business managers talk
about ways in which they “work‐around” poorly performing transportation infrastructure.
We hypothesize that transportation infrastructure performance would need to deteriorate
for some years before the impact would be seen on the economy. The correlation of the
index with GDP increases and gets statistically stronger with longer lags. However, for our
purposes, we use the Index lagged by only 3 years to conserve observations.
Table 4 Correlation coefficients for GDP per capita with various lags on Index

GDPpc
prob>|t|

Lag
Index
1 year
2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years
0.2344
0.3213
0.4382
0.5273
0.6632
0.733
0.3341
0.1935
0.0785
0.0358
0.007
0.0029

Table 5 Descriptive statistics for all variables in use

Variable Mean Std. Dev.
0.1083
GDPpc 10.40
51.28
1.2165
Index
12.97
0.1776
GDP
65.12
8.8215
Debt
76.67
1.0343
LifeE
0.1462
Spend 24.56

Min
Max
10.24 10.5522
48.17
53.07
12.67
13.22
55.74
94.27
75.21
78.44
24.38
24.91

Table 6 Correlation coefficients for all variables in use

GDPpc

Index

GDP

Debt

LifeE

Index
prob>|t|
GDP
prob>|t|
Debt
prob>|t|
LifeE
prob>|t|
Spend
prob>|t|

0.5273
0.0358
0.9783
0
0.5773
0.0031
0.9861
0
0.3181
0.1844

1
0.3286
0.1979
‐0.267
0.2841
0.4689
0.0669
‐0.0476
0.8611

1
0.6408
0.0006
0.9845
0
0.2288
0.346

1
‐0.0002
0.9993
‐0.3363
0.1592

1
0.2474
0.3071

Life expectancy has a statistically significant correlation with the Index, though we know of
no theoretical reason for this to be true. There are measures of safety in the Index, but it is
not heavily weighted. Federal spending on transportation infrastructure is not significantly
correlated with either GDP or GDP per capita. We include it here for completeness as we
will use spending in a supplemental regression. The correlation coefficient reported here
between the Index and Spending is different from that in the Chapter describing the
Transportation Index. There are two reasons for this difference. We use the Index lagged
by 3 years and we report the correlation for the period 1993 to 2009 (where the earlier
correlation was for 2000 to 2008 using the contemporaneous Index).

Analysis
We expect that our results will stand up to this economic analysis because the Index
represents the entire transportation system, including those elements that are necessary
for access to global markets (trade). Our regressions are estimated with robust standard
errors using STATA (7) software. We specify the Huber/White/sandwich estimator, which
produces consistent standard errors even if the data are not identically distributed.
Table 7 Regression Results

GDP per Capita
1
2
3
Transportation Index 0.0378 0.0065 0.0037
Real GDP
0.6130 0.6120
Federal debt
‐0.0025
R‐squared
0.2780 0.9872 0.9953
All coefficients significant at 99 percent level; all regressions significant at 99 percent level (F‐statistic)
using 16 observations.

We also ran regressions with the Index current and lagged up to 5 years. Results are
robust to various specifications. The addition of life expectancy to the regression adds very
little explanatory power to our results so is not reported here.

Spending
As past studies have attempted to connect changes in infrastructure spending to the
economy, we want to test the hypothesis that our Transportation Index and Transportation
Infrastructure Spending are not highly correlated. Below we present graphs of Federal
Spending on transportation in 2000 dollars, current and lagged 5 years, compared to the
Index. The weak relationship in this context says that technically we have achieved our
goal of measuring performance and not spending.

Figure 1 Infrastructure Performance and Real Federal Spending
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Figure 2 Infrastructure Performance 5 years after spending
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Federal spending (actual) on Construction and Rehabilitation of Ground (highways, rail and mass
transportation), Air, Water, and Other Transportation; Table 3, Federal budget. Deflated using Construction
Costs Index 1990‐2003 (GDP deflator 1985‐1990). Transportation Infrastructure Index 1990‐2008.

Our implementation is similar to that used in Sanchez‐Robles (1998), who generated an
infrastructure index in the context of developing economies and economic growth.3 Since
Sanchez‐Robles demonstrated that measurements of the physical infrastructure are more
useful than measurements of spending, we repeat our model substituting spending for the
index. Statistically insignificant coefficients are marked with an asterisk. The results are
not robust to various specifications. To reiterate, we do not believe it is possible to
separate the impact of spending on the economy from the impact of the infrastructure in
this specification. The Index gives a more robust, stable result.
Table 8 Supplemental Regression Results using Spending

GDP per Capita
1
Federal Spending 0.4278
Real GDP
Federal debt
Life Expectancy
R‐squared
0.4946

3

2
3
‐0.0056* 0.0155*
0.6442
0.6132
0.0030
0.9808

0.9938

4
0.0383
0.3140
0.0027
0.0430
0.9966

Sanchez-Robles’ specification used a GDP deflator on infrastructure spending. Our results use the Construction
Cost Index. In our planned analysis for later this year, we intend to repeat the model with the GDP deflator on
infrastructure spending to make it more directly comparable.

Foreign Direct Investment:
We examined annual in‐bound foreign direct investment (FDI) using the Index. This
measure of FDI does not include foreign investments used to acquire U.S. businesses
already in operation or purely financial investments. We hypothesize that infrastructure
performance will “lead” FDI investment because of the time necessary to make plans to
open new establishments. Further, even if infrastructure performance begins to
deteriorate, foreign companies will not be able to remove their investment immediately,
although they are likely to stop planning new investments.

Table 9 Correlation coefficients for FDI with various lags on Index

Lag
Index 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years
FDI
0.1114 0.2738 0.4506 0.6659 0.5552 0.3212
prob>|t| 0.6499 0.2716 0.0695 0.0049 0.0317 0.2628
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R² = 0.2709
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Figure 3 FDI and the Index (3 year lag)

We find a positive relationship between foreign direct investment that opens new
establishments in the U.S. – creating new jobs – and the performance of transportation
infrastructure as measured by the Index. We believe that this type of investment is more
dependent on transportation infrastructure than other types of infrastructure because of
the need to move goods and people between the “home” country and the U.S. According to
studies done by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (Department of Commerce),
manufacturing (43.4%) and wholesale trade (17.4%) industries account for most of FDI

value‐added in the U.S. (non‐bank). We use data on newly established businesses –
excluding financial investments and the acquisition of existing businesses ‐‐ with the Index
because they reflect changes in infrastructure that might reasonably induce this specific
kind of FDI. Most of what these firms import and about half of what they export is shipped
from and to the parent company in the “home” country. FDI establishing new enterprises
created over 300,000 jobs in the United States in 2008 (Anderson 2008).

Results
As much as transportation infrastructure can be shown to support the economy, we must
recognize that this also means that poor‐performing transportation infrastructure presents
a drag on the economy. A five‐year moving average shows a downward trend (see Chapter
on Index for details). The percentage change in the Index shows that performance is
declining at an increasing rate.
Our result could be additive to the 1 percent stimulation to the economy that is estimated
to result from spending on infrastructure construction (Tal 2009). In other words, the real
long‐term impact on the economy could be one‐third higher than what most other studies
are estimating since we measure the impact on the economy from the improved
performance of transportation infrastructure and not just from the added economic
activity required to improve that performance.

Conclusions
The positive impact of infrastructure on the economy was recently shown to be robust
across different methodological approaches (Torrisi 2009), provided that infrastructure is
not measured by spending or investment (Sanchez‐Robles 1999). We started our analysis
with a theory about the contribution of transportation infrastructure to economic
prosperity. When we looked at the existing data, we realized that no one was measuring
infrastructure – they were equating the price of infrastructure with its value.
Prior research that failed to show a relationship between infrastructure and economic
prosperity started with the data, using only what was available. Our approach justifies and
proves right the proposition that business has been saying by word and by action for
decades: infrastructure matters.
Advances in infrastructure among the United State’s competitor nations was the topic of
discussion at the World Economic Forum session in 2010. After 30 years of development
in China, “railway infrastructure is now the second largest in the world….” China’s plans for
transportation infrastructure will increase the supply of roads to 53,000 miles by 2020,
topping the United States’ system by more than 12 percent.
CIBC World Markets released a report in February 2009, estimating that new global
spending on infrastructure could total $25 trillion to $35 trillion over the next 20 years.
North America is expected to spend $180 billion each year, Europe $205 billion, and Asia
$400 billion (Tal 2009). The CIBC report includes estimates of all infrastructure spending,
of which about 40 percent will be spent on transportation infrastructure. In Table 10, we
summarize only the 2009 stimulus packages that were approved in each country for
transportation infrastructure projects.

Table 10 Stimulus Spending specific to Transportation Infrastructure

Country
China
Italy
U.S.
India
Mexico
Romania
Germany
Taiwan

Stimulus Spending on Infrastructure
(2009)
$
393,000,000,000
$
114,000,000,000
$
40,000,000,000
$
33,500,000,000
$
31,600,000,000
$
30,000,000,000
$
28,946,580,000
$
16,600,000,000

Source: Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada
As the performance of transportation infrastructure deteriorates, it will produce a drag on
prosperity. Well‐performing infrastructure is required to support the U.S. economy. As the
quote from Oscar Wilde at the beginning of this report suggests: A cost/benefit story alone
will not suffice to justify the money required to fix this problem. If we consider “real”
transportation spending (using the construction cost index described earlier) as a percent
of GDP (in 2000 dollars), then it becomes obvious why the performance of transportation
infrastructure is in decline. In these terms, spending for 1990 was 0.83 percent of GDP; by
2008 that ratio had dropped to 0.25 percent. Transportation infrastructure should add
value to the process of getting products to customers and not simply be a way to reduce
costs. Our results indicate that a commitment to raising the performance of transportation
infrastructure would provide positive long‐term value for the economy.

Suggestions for Further Research
We will re‐visit this analysis during the coming months, as the Infrastructure Index project
progresses. By the end of the project, we will be able to conduct this analysis using
measures of the performance of all U.S. infrastructure: Broadband, Energy, Water, and
Transportation. We do not take into consideration, by design, negative externalities – for
example, that an increase in the availability of transit may lead to undesirable urban
sprawl. We see these as MSA or at least regional issues that require model specifications
unique to the geographic and economic areas. We also did not consider any externalities
that could arise from funding the improvement of transportation infrastructure
performance with government spending – and the resulting negative impact of deficits and
public debt.
U.S. businesses are less likely to take production off-shore if they can efficiently transport inputs
to their locations and move goods and services to their customers. It would be useful to find a
way to include this element in the models, although we did not attempt it here. Transportation, of
course, is not the only factor that makes a country competitive. Labor costs, trade policy,
proximity to markets, etc. all play a role in the decision of firm location. The results here could

be expanded except for the fact that other countries – to the best of our knowledge – have not
developed measurements of infrastructure performance that could be used in economic modeling
(except see Sanchez-Robles (1998) for an approach using limited data).
We would encourage localities to experiment with this new measure of transportation
infrastructure performance. The State‐by‐State Index could be employed to see if
businesses within the U.S. prefer one state over the other based on transportation
infrastructure. State‐by‐state data could also be used with spatial geography to advance
knowledge of if/how economic activity relates to the spatial distribution of infrastructure.
We do not attempt to use the state‐by‐state Index here because the “government”
component in our specification is for federal government policy. At the state level, there
will be more variation; for example, different corporate tax rates, and location‐specific tax
incentives.
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ERRATA
On Page 15 the reference to Sanchez‐Robez should be 1998 (not 1999).

On Page 5 there is reference to “Appendix F”which is not part of this document. That
Appendix is part of a larger report that contains this economic analysis as a chapter.
Appendix F can be found in the Transportation Performance Index: Complete Technical
Report, Measuring and Benchmarking Infrastructure Performance (2010). [Available
online:
http://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/lra/files/
LRA_Transp_Index_Technical_Re
port_100919.pdf]

